A.31

STRAND
MAGAZINE
LENGTHS
PATTERN "L"

FOR 25, 40, 60 OR 100 WATT LAMPS

This magazine equipment is designed to be as compact and light
in weight as possible in order that it may hang vertically or
horizontally
on framed scenery. The light dispersion is wide,
particularly in the double sided model, free from hot spot, making
it particularly suitable for lighting window and door backings.
In small stages it will also be useful as footlight or as groundrow
to light the bottom of cycloramas and backcloths at close range.
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SPECIFICATION
The housing is constructed in sheet steel, efficiently ventilated , with compartments
at 6 inch centres and the whole is finished white reflection surface inside and black
crystalline enamel outside . Each compartment
is fitted with a B.C. lampholder
and on one or two sides with runners each carrying one metal colour filter frame
with guard wires . A hinged flap retains colour frames in position. Sets of vertical
and horizontal keyhole slots are provided for wood fixing screws . Wiring is in
heat resisting cable and terminates in 1 ft. tails.
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Lamps : 25, 40, 60 or 100 watt
Pearl BC General

Service .
but without
lamps, 23 lbs . approx .

Weight : Complete,

each

PRICES (exclusive of lamps)
Double sided, wired 1 circuit, per length
Double sided, wired 2 circuits, per length
Single sid_ed, wired 1 circuit, per length
Single sided, wired 2 circuits, per length
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